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In this paper, energy and exergy analysis of a bidirectional solar thermoelectric
generator (STEG) coupled to a latent heat storage and cooling system (LHSCS) has
been carried out. The effect of various parameters of LHSCS on energy and exergy
efficiencies of STEG have been analysed under climatic conditions of Chile’s
AtacamaDesert. It is found that themost relevant design parameter to improve the
energy and exergy efficiencies of the thermoelectric generator (TEG) is the
container insulation, followed by heat sink at the TEG hot side, fin thickness
and the aspect ratio of the container. The results showed that an optimally
designed insulation container can improve the energy and exergy efficiencies
of LHSCS by 30% and 200%, respectively, and the TEG conversion efficiency by
30% during nighttime. Further, inclusion of heat sink at TEG hot side during reverse
operation of TEG at night can improve the TEG efficiency by 20%. The optimal fin
thickness can improve the TEG conversion efficiency by 20% during the night and
LHSCS energy and exergy efficiencies by 30% and 23%, respectively. The container
geometry should have higher aspect ratios. This study may help in optimal design
of LHSCS for solar energy conversion applications in the desert locations.
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Introduction

The thermal energy stored in solar thermal power plants has historically been used to
supply the intermittency of daily and seasonal generation. Thermal energy can be stored in
different media such as diffusive ground storage, inland storage, aquifers, phase change
materials and water (Templeton et al., 2016). The thermal energy stored in solar thermal
power plants has traditionally been used for domestic hot water (DHW) applications
(Nordelland Hellström, 2000; Schmidt et al., 2004). Computational and numerical
simulation models have been widely applied to study the thermal behavior of stored
energy (McDowell and Thornton, 2008; Yang et al., 2011). However, some limitations
are observed when storing thermal energy generated in solar thermal power plants. Among
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them, significant limitations are the need to maintain the
temperature of the working fluid high enough to ensure the
efficiency of the system (Templeton et al., 2016); the heat losses
in a high-temperature thermal energy storage (TES) system (Sibbitt
et al., 2012); and the dependence of the storage system temperature
with the variation of the ambient temperature (Chapuis and Bernier,
2009).

The waste heat of solar PV and solar TEG can also be stored and
utilized for heating applications depending on the operating
temperature. Solar thermoelectric generators (STEG) are also
used widely due to their compactness and robustness for small-
scale solar energy generation. The significant limitations of STEG
systems are the lower conversion efficiency, operational only during
daytime, and maintaining lower temperature on the TEG cold side.
To achieve a higher temperature difference between the hot and cold
sides of the TEG, it is necessary to design a cooling system that helps
to maintain the TEG cold side at a temperature of about 298 K
(25 °C) during the operating hours. Further, since the STEG operates
when the solar radiation is available, the residual heat from the
TEG’s cold side can be stored and utilized in the STEG as a heat
source in the absence of solar radiation, such as that proposed by
Montero et al. (2021). Montero and Francisco. (2023) proposed a
solar conversion system where the STEG is coupled to latent heat
storage and cooling system (LHSCS) that uses a phase change
material (PCM) and analyzed the transient effects of solar
radiation, ambient temperature and wind speed of the Atacama
Desert on the hot and cold side temperatures, voltage, power output
and efficiency of STEG. Under these ambient conditions a
maximum temperature difference of 120 °C is obtained between
the TEG hot and cold sides and an average annual electricity
generation of 5,735 Wh. The LCOE (Levelized Cost of Energy)
and LCOS (Levelized Cost of Storage) of the studied system is
found to be 8,850 and 566 USD/MWh, respectively.

The various factors that maximize the energy conversion
efficiency are the geometry of PCM container, type of PCM
based on working temperature, and properties of thermoelectric
material. Previous studies reported that the maximization of TEG
electricity output highly depends on the control of heat flow and
coupling of internal and external resistances of TEG (Kiziroglouz
et al., 2013). To maximize electricity generation from TEG in
conjunction with PCM, it is necessary to select adequate
dimensions of PCM container. Further, in some applications, the
concentrated STEG operate at temperatures above 150°C, and
therefore, there is a need to ensure efficient heat dissipation on
its cold side. Tan et al. (2012) proposed a system in which the
remaining heat from the thermoelectric system is transferred to the
PCM material through a heat pipe connected to the cold side of the
TEG. However, as the heat is expelled into the environment, there is
no further storage or use of the remaining thermal energy, thus
focusing solely on maintaining the TEG cold side at around 78 °C.

Shittu et al. (2019) developed a numerical model of a hybrid PV-
TEG system with and without considering a flat plate heat pipe in
COMSOL Multiphysics software and carried out the comparative
performance analysis with the PV system only. Rodrigo et al. (2019)
developed a thermal, electrical, and economic model of a
concentrated PV-TEG (CPV-TEG) system by adjusting the TEG
area. Mahmoudinezha et al. (2019) developed the numerical model
of a hybrid CPV-TEG system having a triple-junction PV cell in

COMSOL to analyze the transient behavior of hybrid system and
verified the results by developing its experimental setup. The TEG
contribution to overall power generation can be improved using
geometrical and material optimization. Li et al. (2019) investigated
the optimum TEG geometry for the maximized performance of the
PV-TEG hybrid system and STEG system by developing a three-
dimensional model of these systems with different TEG leg
geometries.

Sun et al. (2017) proposed a real-time simulation model of flat-
plate STEG to predict its daily performance under actual conditions
and designed the experimental setup to validate and modify the
simulation model. Abdo et al. (2019) developed a numerical model
for the new configurations of PV and STEGmodules integrated with
a microchannel heat sink in a hybrid system and compared the
performance of the proposed system with the conventional
configuration of the CPV-TEG hybrid system. Lamba et al.
(2023) explored heat sink (HS), PCM, and radiative cooling (RC)
as the cooling options for the PV modules to achieve low and
uniform temperature distribution along the PV and its improved
performance. The authors studied and compared eight different
combinations including HS, PCM, and RC for PV thermal
management. Kumar et al. (2023) proposed the integration of
PV, heat pipe (HP), TEG, RC systems for PV-TEG thermal
management and its performance improvement by efficiently
evacuating its residual heat using a heat pipe and a radiative
cooler. The proposed system reduced the average PV operating
temperature by 2°C for the Atacama Desert and by 13°C for Las
Vegas. The maximum PV conversion efficiency and energy
production improvements as compared to the PV alone system,
are found to be 0.8% and 1.03% for the Atacama Desert, and 1.8%
and 7.2% for Las Vegas. The anticipated range of LCOE for a hybrid
PV-HP-TEG-RC system is found to be between
0.065–0.089 USD/kWh.

Shittu et al. (2020) developed a detailed 3-D model of a STEG
system in COMSOL Multiphysics software to study the effects of
non-uniform and transient heat flux on the STEG system
performance. Escobar et al. (2021) proposed a low-temperature-
based hybrid system that simultaneously generates electricity using a
TEG and recovers heat from the sun with a thermosyphon used to
maintain a constant temperature at the TEG cold side and recover
heat from the condenser zone.

Wang et al. (2021) carried out the thermal management of the
TEG systems by applying PCM to the hot side of TEG and compared
the performance of the proposed model with the conventional TEG
system without PCM. Rezania et al. (2020) developed a TEG
integrated PCM system in a multiphysics simulation
environment to investigate and optimize the performance of the
proposed system. Maduabuchi et al. (2021) developed the
simulation model of a STEG with tapered leg geometry under
isoflux boundary conditions in ANSYS 2020 R2 software. The
authors optimized the optical concentration ratio, thermoelectric
leg area, height, and external load resistance to get maximum power
output and energy efficiency from the proposed model.

Further, a TEG electricity generation system needs to use a
minimum amount of input energy for its operation because the final
energy conversion efficiency and the consequent technical and
economic feasibility of the system depend on this input energy.
Like other energy conversion systems based on renewable sources,
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the STEG requires an energy storage system that allows the
extension of the electricity generation time and reduces the
intermittency of electricity generation. The energy efficiency
analysis of a latent heat storage (LHS) system relates the stored
energy to the input energy in the system. However, energy efficiency
may not be an appropriate measure. In contrast, exergy analysis
provides an alternative means of evaluating and comparing the TES
systems in a rational and meaningful way and thus, helping to
improve and optimize the TES system designs, such as those made
by different authors (Voller and Prakash, 1987; Carman, 1997;
Groulx and Ogoh, 2009; Samara et al., 2012). The exergetic
efficiency analyzes the energy flows according to their exergy
content and separates the inefficiencies into those associated with
effluent losses and irreversibilities, thus verifying a measure of the
potential for improvement of the thermal system (Remeli et al.,
2015). In an energy analysis, all losses are attributable to energy
releases through the system limits; on the other hand, in an exergy
analysis, the losses are divided into two types: those associated with
exergy releases from the system and those related to internal exergy
consumptions (Swaminathan and Voller, 1993).

Apart from these studies, a number of studies analyzed the
energy and exergy efficiency for a variety of solar energy conversion
systems and latent heat storage systems (Ramayya and Ramesh,
1998; Mehla and Yadav, 2017; Koca et al., 2019; Ergun, 2020; Mousa
et al., 2020). These studies explored different approaches to enhance
the energy/exergy efficiency of solar energy conversion and heat
storage systems. The exergy efficiency evaluation helps in finding,
measuring and controlling the irreversibilities in the heat transfer.

A few studies analyzed the energy and exergy efficiencies of a
TEG system combined with a LHS system. Alghamdi et al. (2023)
proposed a machine learning model trained with numerically
generated data to analyze the transient exergy performance of
PCM integrated with a concentrated TEG system. Hua Hong
et al. (2023) explored the application of pulsed heat sources to a
TEG-PCM hybrid system and evaluated the energy/exergy efficiency
of the system under temperature limit and failure free-cycle times.
These studies demonstrated the advantages of TEG-PCM hybrid
system for energy generation and storage. Nevertheless, the
thermoelectric generator and latent heat storage system need an
indepth study of the different sources of irreversibilities that affect
the efficiency and performance of both, energy conversion and
storage.

It has been found in previous work that the waste heat of TEG or
STEG stored in the PCMs is rejected to the environment using heat
sinks. Furthermore, the energy and exergy efficiencies of these
systems has not been carried out yet. This study proposes a
STEG system in that its waste heat is stored in PCM and utilized
during nighttime, which improves the overall performance of the
STEG coupled with a latent heat storage (LHS) system. The transient
model of the proposed system has been developed and the energy
and exergy efficiencies have been determined.

The effect of container geometry (aspect ratio), container
insulation thickness, fin thickness, natural convection in the
PCM, and heat sink, have been analysed. The effect of these
parameters has been analyzed by comparing the modified models
with the base model and thus allowing to identify the best suitable
model, which improves the conversion efficiency of the STEG
system and TES efficiency of the LHSCS system. Thus, this study

focuses on the analysis of a number of geometric and materials
parameters to determine the best way to reduce the exergy releases
from the system and the internal exergy consumptions. This
parametric analysis shows some guidelines to design the LHS
container, select the appropriate PCM and coupling the TEG
energy conversion period with the energy storage period
accordingly to a specific weather and insolation conditions of a
selected place. Further, the effect of the heat convection
phenomenon in the PCM has been analysed by calculating
different dimensionless numbers.

System configuration and material

The proposed model consists of a solar thermoelectric generator
coupled with a latent heat storage system as shown in Figure 1. A
Bismuth Telluride (Bi2Te3) based commercial thermoelectric (TE)
module with dimensions of 40 mm-by-40 mm-by-5 mm, (Model:
TE-MOD-5W5V-40S) manufactured by TEGPro, and consisting of
256 thermoelectric legs (128 pairs) has been considered. The thermal
and geometrical properties of the TEG components are listed in Table 1.
The lateral exterior border of the TEG module is filled with polymer
insulation. The ceramic material is Alumina (Al2O3) which offers
electrical insulation and improves heat transfer across the TE module.

The TEG cold side is connected to the TES system for waste heat
conduction from TEG to TES system through a heat sink. The TES
system consists of a thermally insulated container and a copper heat
sink inside the container. PCM is filled in the cylindrical insulated
container of acrylic plastic. The heat sink consists of a solid copper bar
and several copper radial fins. The heat sink is placed on the cylindrical
container’s axis to build compartments filled with PCM, as shown in
Figure 1. The Fresnel lens with a concentration ratio of 60 is used as a
solar concentrator. The geometric model of the STEG coupled TES
system is first built in SolidWorks, and then COMSOL Multiphysics is
used to analyze the physics of the proposed model by importing the
geometrical model from SolidWorks. Two PCMs used in this analysis
are Puretemp 48X and Rubitherm RT62HC, which are manufactured
by Puretemp LLC and Rubitherm Technologies GmbH, respectively.
The PCMs are selected based on their melting temperatures and TEG
cold side temperature. The optimum PCM melting temperature has
been obtained from the analysis presented by De Lucia and Bejan
(1990) which considered the geometric mean between the ambient and
heat source temperatures. In this study, the TEG cold side temperature
is around 80°C (heat source temperature) and the average ambient
temperature is around 25 °C during solar irradiation hours in the
Atacama Desert, which determines an optimum PCM melting
temperature of around 48 °C. The use of the second PCM with a
higher melting temperature allows to analyze the energy and exergy
efficiency of the proposed system. The thermophysical properties of
both PCMs are listed in Table 2. According to the manufacturer
datasheets, the melting range is between 62 °C and 63 °C for
RT62HC and fixed at 48 °C for Puretemp 48X.

Numerical model

The proposedmodel has been developed inCOMSOLMultiphysics
software previously by the authors (Montero et al., 2021).
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FIGURE 1
Components and dimensions (all dimensions are in mm) for the computational model of STEG + LHSCS system, previously studied by the authors
(Montero et al., 2021).

TABLE 1 Geometric and thermal properties of TEG components (Montero et al., 2021).

Material Height (m) Area (m2) Average Thermal Conductivity (W/m K) Average Thermal Resistance (K/W)

*10–3 *10–3

Alumina 1.60 1.600 36.000 0.031

Tin 0.43 0.560 64.000 0.012

Air 3.00 1.130 0.024 110.619

Insulation 3.00 0.002 0.080 18750.000

Bi2Te3 2.54 0.467 1.960 2.775

Bi2Te3 equivalent 8.52 1.600 1.960 2.720

TABLE 2 Thermophysical properties of selected paraffins (Puretemp, 2023; Rubitherm. PCM RT-LINE, 2023).

Paraffin Fusion
Temperature (°C)

Heat capacity
(J/g)

Thermal conductivity (W/
m K)

Density
(kg/m3)

Specific heat
(J/gK)

Puretemp 48 48 230 Liquid: 0.15 Solid: 0.25 Liquid: 820 Liquid: 2.27 Solid: 2.10

Solid: 900

Vol. expansion: 9.5%

Rubitherm
RT62HC

62 230 Liquid: 0.2 Solid: 0.2 Liquid: 840 Liquid: 2 Solid: 2

Solid: 850

Vol. expansion: 2%

The italic values in the Paraffin column are the Paraffin’s names, and in the Density column are the Volumetric Expansion values of each paraffin.
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The governing equations of the STEG and LHS systems were
presented in the previous authors’ work. This section shows the
governing equations for energy and exergy analysis of the proposed
model.

Energy and exergy analysis

The STEG energy efficiency (ηSTEG) is given in Eq. 1, and its
exergy efficiency (εSTEG) can be obtained using the analysis
previously presented in (Petela, 1964; Ejenakevwe et al., 2020;
Song et al., 2019), which is given by Eq. 2.

ηSTEG � PTEG

CGAs
(1)

εSTEG � PTEG

CGAsψ
(2)

ψ � 1 + 1
3
×

Ta

Tsun
( )4

− 4
3
×

Ta

Tsun
( ) (3)

where ψ, Ta, Tsun, PTEG, C, G and As respectively are the exergy of
radiant energy received on TEG hot side, ambient temperature, Sun
temperature, TEG power output, concentration ratio, solar radiation
and the TEG surface area exposed to solar radiation.

The energy (ηLHSCS) and exergy (εLHSCS) efficiencies of the TES
system are given as (Dincer and Rosen, 2002):

ηLHSCS �
Qout,LHSCS

Qin,LHSCS
(4)

Qin,LHSCS � A

l
× kbar × Tin1 − Tout1( ) (5)

Qout,LHSCS � A

l
× kbar × Tin2 − Tout2( ) (6)

εLHSCS � Exout,LHSCS

Exin,LHSCS
(7)

Exin,LHSCS � Qin,LHSCS − Qin,Ex l (8)
Exout,LHSCS � Qout,LHSCS − Qout,Ex l (9)

Qin,Ex l � A

l
× kbar × Ta × ln

Tout1

Tin1
( ) (10)

Qout,Ex l � A

l
× kbar × Ta × ln

Tout2

Tin2
( ) (11)

where Qout, LHSCS, Qin,LHSCS, A, l, kbar are the heat leaving and
entering the TEG system, area, length, and thermal conductivity of
copper bar, respectively. Tin, Tout, Qin,Ex_l and Qout, Ex_l are the
temperatures at the ends of the copper bar, exergy losses in the
container in the heat input and heat output periods of the LHSCS
respectively. The suffix 1 and 2 correspond to presence and absence
of solar radiation, respectively. The second period (i.e., absence of
solar radiation) represents the inversion of the heat flow in the
copper bar and, consequently, the Tin and Tout locations.

Heat convection analysis within the LHSCS

The aim of this analysis is to define the convective heat transfer
coefficient (h) within each compartment and then an average heat
transfer coefficient for LHSCS container. To calculate h, one must

first obtain dimensionless numbers characteristic of the convective
heat transfer phenomenon, including the Prandtl, Grashof, Rayleigh,
and Nusselt numbers.

The Prandtl number, (Pr) relates the diffusion rate of
momentum (viscosity) and the thermal diffusivity which is
defined as:

Pr � Cpμ

k
(12)

Where Cp is the constant pressure thermal capacity of the phase
change material, μ is the fluid’s dynamic viscosity, and k is the
thermal conductivity. The average properties for the liquid state of
the Puretemp 48X paraffin used in the numerical study are the
following: Cp = 2,270 (J/kgK), μ = 0.008 (Pa s), k = 0.15 (W/mK).
With these values, the average Prandtl number for the Puretemp
48X paraffin is 121.

The Grashof number (Gr) relates the buoyant and viscous forces
that act in a fluid at a specific (local) point which is defined as:

Grx � gβ Ts − Ta( )L2

]2
(13)

where g, β, Ts, l and ] are the gravitational acceleration constant,
volumetric expansion coefficient, surface temperature, characteristic
length, and kinematic viscosity respectively. The average value of β
and ] for Puretemp 48X paraffin are 0.002 K−1 and 9.4118 * 10–6

m/s2, respectively.
The Rayleigh number, Ra, relates the representativeness of heat

transfer by conduction or convection within a fluid which is given as:

Ra � Grx × Pr (14)
The local Nusselt number, Nux, relates heat transmission by

convection from a surface in contact with a fluid with heat transfer if
it occurred only by conduction which is defined as:

Nux � hl

kf
(15)

According to the correlations presented by Churchill & Chu, the
Nusselt number can also be approximated for natural convection
and Ra ≤ 109 as follows:

Nu � 0.68 + 0.67Ra1/6

1 + 0.492
Pr( )9/16[ ]4/9 (16)

It is clear from Eq. 16 that the Nusselt number characterizes the
natural convection phenomenon completely inside the LHSCS
container.

The vertical wall presented by the copper bar of the heat sink in
each compartment has been analyzed to define the characteristic
length (l) and the local point (x) since the melting front of the PCM
begins on that contact surface. The numerical analysis has been
performed on an axisymmetric solid, assuming the results obtained
in a vertical plane will be sufficient to approximate the dimensionless
numbers. In this analysis, the midpoint of the copper bar in contact
with each compartment has been chosen because this point
represents the mean temperature of that section, as shown in
Figure 2. Ts and Ta values are measured for the entire period
studied (24 h), using the selected PCM in the LHSCS container
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for the summer (January) and winter (July) months. After obtaining
the required temperatures, the dimensionless numbers are
calculated for each compartment of paraffin.

Computational procedure
The two-dimensional numerical simulation of the proposed

model is developed and solved in COMSOL Multiphysics
software using the finite element method. The mesh analysis was
conducted previously by Montero et al. (2021) to examine the mesh
independency of the results. The heat transfer in a solid and liquid
interface, electric current interface, laminar flow interface, and
electrical circuit interface is used to perform the numerical
simulation. The thermophysical properties of the PCM are
defined separately for solid and liquid phases and coupled with
the phase transition function.

Results and discussion

This section presents the results obtained from the detailed
energy and exergy analysis of the proposed model using two
different PCMs. The energy and exergy efficiencies of the STEG,
thermoelectric generator, and latent heat storage system have been
evaluated separately.

Figure 3A shows the average monthly energy and exergy
efficiencies of STEG using the monthly solar insolation of the
Atacama Desert with Puretemp 48X. It has been found that the
highest and lowest efficiency values are for November and July,
respectively. This particularity is explained by the environmental
and radiation conditions in the studied geographical location, with
the highest and lowest average solar radiation observed at noon for
November and July, respectively. Figure 3B shows the maximum
monthly STEG energy and exergy efficiencies for Puretemp 48X
with the highest and lowest values in February and November,
respectively. As the average solar radiation for November is more
elevated than in February, the energy and exergy efficiencies are
more significant in November than in February. The average
ambient temperature is higher for February than for November,

allowing the environment’s heat losses to be lower in February. The
average annual energy and exergy efficiencies are 1.48% and 1.58%,
respectively, using Puretemp 48X paraffin as TES material.

Figure 3C shows the average monthly energy and exergy
efficiencies of STEG for Rubitherm RT62HC. The highest and
lowest average monthly values of energy and exergy efficiencies
are observed in November and July, respectively, with Rubitherm
RT62HC paraffin. Figure 3D shows the maximum monthly STEG
energy and exergy efficiencies for Rubitherm RT62HC with the
highest and lowest values in February and November, respectively. It
is clear from Figure 3 that a similar monthly variation of the energy
and exergy efficiencies has been observed for both types of paraffin.
However, for Rubitherm RT62HC PCM, the monthly variation of
the STEG maximum efficiency is more homogeneous. The latter is
because the thermophysical properties reported by themanufacturer
for RT62HC PCM are more homogeneous than for Puretemp 48X
PCM, and the melting temperature is higher, which directly impacts
the calculated efficiency values. The average annual STEG energy
and exergy efficiencies using RT62HC PCM are 1.45% and 1.55%,
respectively. These efficiency values are closer to those observed for
Puretemp 48X paraffin.

Figure 4A shows the average monthly TEG energy conversion
efficiency during the day and nighttime with Puretemp 48X. The
TEG energy efficiency follows the same monthly variation observed
in the STEG energy conversion efficiency, as shown in Figure 4A,
according to the studied location’s climatic conditions and solar
radiation. The TEG efficiency reaches an annual average of 3.98%
during the solar radiation hours and 0.38% in the absence of solar
radiation. The average monthly TEG energy conversion efficiency
during the day and nighttime with Rubitherm RT62HC PCM for the
monthly solar insolation of the Atacama Desert has been shown in
Figure 4B. The TEG energy efficiency follows the same monthly
variation observed in the STEG energy conversion efficiency, as
shown in Figure 4B, according to the studied location’s climatic
conditions and solar radiation. Using Rubitherm RT62HC as PCM,
an average annual TEG energy conversion efficiency of 3.91% in the
solar radiation period and 0.36% in the absence of solar radiation
(TEG heat reversal flow) has been obtained shown in Figure 8. These

FIGURE 2
Location of the analysis point (x), surface temperature (Ts), and environmental temperature (Ta).
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TEG efficiency values have been validated with the theoretical
efficiency values presented in the manufacturer’s technical
datasheet. The TEG energy efficiency for the maximum
temperature difference reached in the STEG coupled LHSCS
(around 140 °C) was 4.4%. Therefore, the relative error between
the calculated and theoretical average TEG efficiency is
approximately 9.1%. It is possible to reduce the relative error if
the maximum efficiency values are compared during the incidence
of solar radiation. Thus, for example, for January and using
Rubitherm RT62HC PCM, a maximum TEG conversion
efficiency value of 4.6% is reached, and the relative error, in this
case, is 4.5%. Using Puretemp 48X PCM and for January month
average solar radiation, an efficiency of 4.63% is achieved, implying a

relative error of 5.2% against the theoretical value. Therefore,
comparing the calculated and the theoretical TEG efficiencies
(presented by the manufacturer), the relative error was around
5%, which ensures the reliability of the values obtained in the
numerical simulations of the STEG coupled LHSCS model.

The average monthly energy (ηLHSCS) and exergy (εLHSCS)
efficiencies of LHSCS with Puretemp 48X and Rubitherm
RT62HC as PCMs have been shown in Figure 5A, B,
respectively. While using Puretemp 48X, the difference between
energy and exergy efficiency was less pronounced, except in the
winter months when the difference between themelting temperature
of the Puretemp 48X (48°C) and the ambient temperature is more
evident. Therefore, more energy losses to the environment were
observed. When Rubitherm RT62HC was used as TES material, the
efficiency curve showed a more pronounced variation in the winter
months. Since the melting temperature (62°C) of Rubitherm
RT62HC is higher than that of Puretemp 48X PCM, and thus, a
more significant temperature difference is achieved between the
container and the ambient temperature in the case of Rubitherm
RT62HC PCM. Therefore, if the system achieves a more significant
temperature difference between the environment and the paraffin
inside the container, it implies an increase in LHSCS energy
efficiency. The TES system showed a more considerable heat
transfer from the container to the environment during the
absence of solar radiation. However, it is counterproductive when
evaluating the exergetic efficiency of the LHSCS since there are more
heat losses to the environment, producing an increase in heat that
does not perform any valuable work. The TES system achieves an
average annual energy efficiency of 1.83% and 3.01% using RT62HC
and Puretemp 48X respectively. The average yearly exergy
efficiencies are 1.35% and 1.62% for the RT62HC and Puretemp
48X respectively.

Parametric analysis of energy and exergy
efficiencies

For the parametric analysis of the proposed system, four cases
have been considered by varying different parameters which are
defined as follows.

• Case-1: Inclusion of heat convection in TES within the
computational model of LHSCS

• Case-2: Variation in fins thickness with the reference thickness
of 1.5 mm, the fin thickness of 2.25 mm is Case-3,
configuration-1 and 0.75 mm is Case-3, configuration-2

• Case-3: Variation in aspect ratio of container (length and
width) while maintaining a constant paraffin volume of
6,700 cm3.

• Case-4: Inclusion of a heat sink on TEG hot side.

Each of these cases has been considered while maintaining the
container’s base geometry, as presented in Figure 1, except for the
case of aspect ratio variation where all the container geometry is
adjusted, including the internal heat sink (fins radius). Figure 6
shows the temperature variation of TEG hot side (Th) and TEG cold
side (Tc) for these two fin thicknesses. The average percentage
difference between the hot side temperatures of TEG is 0.93%

FIGURE 3
Average and maximum monthly energy (ηsteg) and exergy (εsteg)
efficiencies of STEG respectively with (A, B) Puretemp 48X and (C, D)
Rubitherm RT62HC.
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and between the cold side temperatures of TEG is 4% for two
different fin thicknesses. Given the slight difference between the
calculated values for two different fin thicknesses, it has been
decided to perform the energy and exergy efficiency analysis for
a fin thickness of 2.25 mm since it is commercially available.

In the third case (Case-3), the aspect ratio was varied, and the
PCM volume in the container has been fixed at around 6,700 cm3.
This volume has been calculated with the 6 kg of PCM and the initial
geometry of the container. Thus, the geometry variations have been
carried out by varying the aspect ratio, considering the relationship
between the length and the radius of the LHSCS container. If the
length is reduced, the radius increases and vice versa. The energy and
exergy analysis has been carried out by varying the container length
by ±50% and keeping the volume constant. The initial length and
radius of the container are 223.5 mm and 114.5 mm, respectively.
Then, the first configuration in the third case corresponds to
container length and radius of 111.75 mm and 141.42 mm,
respectively, and the second configuration in the third case
corresponds to container length and radius of 335.25 mm and
81.65 mm, respectively. In both cases of the third case, the solid
PCM weight is 6 kg. Then, the energy and exergy efficiency analysis
were carried out by varying the container’s geometry.

In the fourth case (Case-4), a heat sink was introduced at the hot
side of the TEG (solar radiation receptor surface), and its effect was
verified by increasing the heat transfer area at the TEG hot side to
reject the waste heat to the environment during nighttime. The
inclusion of a heat sink increases the heat transfer between the PCM
contained in the LHSCS and the container’s outside environment.

Since the ambient temperature of the geographic location cannot be
controlled, the most feasible solution is to increase the transfer area
so that more heat transfer can take place. However, there is a design
compromise since the heat sink placed on the TEG hot side must not
alter the amount of solar radiation received on this surface during
the daytime. To overcome this design compromise, the heat sink
should be designed in such a way that it does not change the solar
radiation received on the TEG hot side surface.

The designed heat sink for case four has been shown in
Figure 7A, and it is a 2 mm thick concentric fins of variable
height. As the fins approach, the TEG center increases height,
starting at 2 mm and ending at 10 mm. As previously mentioned,
the thermoelectric module is modeled with a circular section
adapting the area and volume of the elements according to the
analysis carried out previously (Montero et al., 2021). This heat sink
design allows the TEG hot side to receive approximately the same
amount of solar radiation (by including a two-axis tracker) since the
reception area would be the same as without a heat sink. The lateral
area of the vertical walls of the heat sink helps increase the heat
transfer area and, therefore, transfers a more significant amount of
heat through the TEG in the absence of solar radiation. Thus, the
effect of including a heat sink at the TEG hot side on the energy and
exergy efficiencies has been analyzed.

According to the correlations presented by Churchill and Chu
(1975) given in Eqs 17, 18, the convective heat transfer coefficient
can be approximated for natural convection adjacent to a vertical
plane and to a horizontal plane, both for laminar and turbulent flow,
respectively as follows:

FIGURE 4
Average monthly TEG energy efficiency (ηteg) with (A) Puretemp 48X and (B) Rubitherm RT62HC.
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FIGURE 5
Average monthly LHSCS energy (ηLHSCS) and exergy (εLHSCS) efficiencies with (A) Puretemp 48X and (B) Rubitherm RT62HC.

FIGURE 6
Effect of the fin thickness on the TEG hot (Th) and cold side (Tc) temperatures.
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The last equations were applied in the heat sink vertical and horizontal
surfaces, as the border conditions for the simulation of the convective heat
transfer considering the length and width of each fin, as shown in
Figure 7B. Figure 7C shows only an example of the vertical surface length.

The convective heat transfer coefficient, h value was evaluated
under the environment conditions of the studied location. The
convective heat transfer varies not only under the environment
conditions but also for the surface orientation of the heat sink. The

vertical surfaces showed a convective heat convection coefficient
approximated to the natural convection phenomena, on the other
hand, the horizontal surfaces showed a convective heat transfer
coefficient approximated to the forced convection phenomena. The
average h value for all heat sink surfaces reaches around 45W/m2K
during the entire period. The details about h values are given in Table 3.

The average convective heat transfer coefficient for all the
vertical surfaces reaches 16 W/m2K which can be compared with
that of obtained using the approximation presented by Duffie and
Beckman (2013):

h � 2.8 + 3vwind (19)
Using this approximation and the average wind velocity in the

studied location of 6.3 m/s, the natural convection heat transfer
coefficient reaches around 20.9 W/m2K. This value is around 30%
higher than the one evaluated on the heat sink vertical surfaces in the
computational simulation. If this value is compared with the total
average heat sink coefficient, it represents around the half of the one
evaluated in the computational simulation.

The lattermeans that the evaluated heat transfer coefficient is close to
a natural convection value than forced convection value and that helps the
system to reduce the heat losses to the environment during the presence
of solar radiation without impact the increase in the temperature
difference of the TEG sides during the absence of solar radiation.

The energy and exergy efficiency analyses of the LHSCS under
four different cases have been carried out for the two types of
paraffin for solar radiation of January in the Atacama Desert, and
these efficiencies with Puretemp 48X have been shown in Figure 8A.
For summer (January) and using Puretemp 48X, the variations of
the energy and exergy efficiencies of the LHSCS with reference to the

FIGURE 7
(A) Heat sink geometry at TEG hot side, 2D (left) and 3D (right) view (all dimensions are in mm); (B) horizontal and (C) minimum vertical surfaces
lengths (2 mm each) considered for the evaluation of heat transfer coefficient at TEG hot side heat sink.
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base case model, are 14.32% (ηLHSCS) and −33.62% (εLHSCS) for
Case-1, 28.90% (ηLHSCS) and 22.87% (εLHSCS) for Case-2, 18.89%
(ηLHSCS) and −2.57% (εLHSCS) for Case-3 (configuration-1) and
517% (ηLHSCS) and 527% (εLHSCS) for Case-4. Since the
configuration-2 of Case-3, i.e., the container length and radius of
335.25 mm and 81.65mm, respectively, do not allow the inversion of
heat flow in the LHSCS, thus avoiding the heat discharge from the
LHSCS towards the environment. Therefore, it is impossible to
calculate the energy and exergy efficiencies of the LHSCS under the
definitions stated in Eqs 4, 7 respectively. Thus, the parametric

analysis shows a wide variation of the LHSCS efficiencies in Figure 9.
The most significant variation occurs for the Case-4 model, which
includes the heat sink on the TEG hot side to increase the overall
heat transfer to the environment in the absence of solar radiation,
which enables the operating efficiency of the LHSCS to be improved
by about five times as compared to the base case model. The
variation of the fin thickness in the Case-2 model allows for
increasing the operating LHSCS energy efficiency by around 25%.
The radial fins improve the heat transfer from the copper heat sink
included in the LHSCS towards paraffin and vice versa. The LHSCS

TABLE 3 Convective heat transfer coefficient evaluated at the TEG hot side heat sink, for vertical surface (VS.) and horizontal surface (HS).

h values (W/m2K) VSurf (l = 10 mm) VSurf (l = 8 mm) VSurf (l = 6 mm) VSurf (l = 4 mm) VSurf (l = 2 mm) Hsurf (l = 2 mm)

Average 14 12 13 17 24 188

max 19 15 17 22 30 243

min 6 4 5 8 12 66

FIGURE 8
(A) LHSCS energy (ηLHSCS) and exergy (εLHSCS) efficiencies and (B) TEG energy efficiency under different cases with Puretemp 48X for January.
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energy efficiency increases by around 20% when using a container
with a wider aspect ratio than the base case model in Case-3
(configuration-1). In this configuration of Case-3, the container

length is reduced, and the diameter is increased. The variation in
exergy efficiency of LHSCS with this Case-3 model is reduced by
around 2% compared to the base case model. In the Case-1 model,
where the inclusion of heat convection in the computational model
is considered, the LHSCS energy efficiency increases by about 14%,
and the exergy efficiency decreases by about 33%. This is because, in
the presence of solar radiation, the heat convection accelerates the
melting of the phase change material in a shorter time. In other
words, the TEG remaining heat is transmitted more effectively to the
PCM. This results in storing a more significant amount of thermal
energy in the PCM. Therefore, the LHSCS stores more heat to
discharge during the absence of solar radiation, which causes an
increase in the operating efficiency of the LHSCS. However, this also
causes more heat losses to the environment, reducing the LHSCS
operation’s exergy efficiency.

The TEG conversion efficiency of the four cases is also different
from that of the base case model. The TEG energy efficiency for all
the four STEG coupled LHSCS model cases with Puretemp 48X for
the average monthly solar insolation of summer (January) in the
Atacama Desert has been shown in Figure 8B. The variations in the
TEG energy efficiency can be verified for the period with the
presence (daytime) and absence (nighttime) of solar radiation.
The TEG energy efficiency for January under the different cases
using Puretemp 48X in the LHSCS shows the following variations
compared to the base case model. A variation of 2.29% (daytime)
and −54.05% (night) for Case-1, 2.57% (daytime) and 15, 91%
(nighttime) for Case-2, 5.50% (daytime) and −18.18% (nighttime)
for Case-3 (configuration-1), −25.06% (daytime) and −20.69%
(nighttime) for Case-3 (configuration-2) and −30.10% (daytime)
and 41.18% (nighttime) for Case-4. The models showing the most
significant increase and decrease in the calculated efficiencies are the
fin thickness variation model (Case-2) and container geometry
variation model (Case-3), respectively. The inclusion of heat
convection within the numerical analysis in the Case-4 model
radically reduces the energy efficiency of the TEG at night. The
latter is related to the convection effects on the heat transfer to and
from the heat sink coupled to the TEG. When the heat sink is added
on the TEG hot side in Case-4, it increases the TEG efficiency at
night but decreases the TEG efficiency during the daytime. The heat
sink also allows more heat losses to the environment in the solar
radiation period. In Case-3 (configuration-1), it is verified that it
does not significantly impact the improvement of the TEG energy
efficiency. On the contrary, it decreases it during the night.

The dimensionless numbers, given in Eqs 12–16 are also
calculated for each compartment of paraffin after determining
the required temperatures with Puretemp 48X. The average
values of all the dimensionless numbers have been calculated for
each compartment during the entire simulation time. The average
value for the LHSCS container is obtained by taking the average of all
the values of the five compartments. These dimensionless numbers
for summer (January) and winter (July) have been listed in Table 4.

Figure 9 shows the dimensionless numbers calculated in the
study of heat convection in the LHSCS container filled with
Puretemp 48X for the entire simulation period (24 h) for July.
The heat convection affects the TEG energy efficiency andthe
LHSCS exergy efficiency. Although the inclusion of heat
convection within the numerical model allows a better
approximation to the actual operation of the proposed model, it

FIGURE 9
Transient variation of (A) Rayleigh number, (B) Grashof number,
(C) Nusselt number and (D) convective heat transfer coefficient in the
first compartment of the LHSCS with Puretemp 48X for summer
(January).
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should be noted that there are some parameters such as the mushy
zone constant (Amush) and the relationship for porous media of
Carman & Koseny (At), which can be modified to have a model that
is closer to the actual model. However, this requires more significant
computational expenses when performing numerical simulations.
These dimensionless numbers show that a natural heat convection
phenomenon occurs within the compartments, thus verifying a
laminar flow with the obtained average local Grashof number of
(5.9 × 104). The average Prandtl number of 121 corresponds to liquid
paraffin, and finally, an average local Nusselt number of 8 verifies the
preponderance of heat transfer by convection. The effect of
insulation thickness verifies the implication of reducing the heat
losses by convection towards the environment from the PCM
container. Keeping the container wall’s initial insulation, an
external insulation has been added that completely covers the
container, including the end caps and an overlay on the acrylic
wall. Thus, the insulation thickness has been varied from 1–4 cm by
an increment of 1 cm to verify its impact on TEG and LHSCS
efficiencies.

Figure 10A shows the effect of insulation thickness on LHSCS
energy and exergy efficiencies for the summer (January) and
winter (July) with Puretemp 48X. It has been found that these
efficiencies increase with the increase in insulation thickness. For
January with Puretemp 48X, the increment in LHSCS energy and
exergy efficiencies are 0.58% (ηLHSCS) and 2.68% (εLHSCS), 27.51%
(ηLHSCS) and 29.45% (εLHSCS) and 22.17% (ηLHSCS) and 23.40%
(εLHSCS) for varying the insulation thickness from 1–2 cm,
2–3 cm and 3–4 cm respectively. Similarly, for July with
Puretemp 48X, the increment in LHSCS energy and exergy
efficiencies are 0.13% (ηLHSCS) and 0.58% (εLHSCS), 1.02%
(ηLHSCS) and 1.21% (εLHSCS) and 0.70% (ηLHSCS) and 0.88%
(εLHSCS) for varying the insulation thickness from 1–2 cm,
2–3 cm and 3–4 cm respectively. Therefore, it has been
observed that the insulation thickness of 3 cm is the optimal
thickness for this specific application of the LHSCS and Puretemp
48X for both the winter and summer periods. Figure 10B shows
the effect of insulation thickness on the LHSCS energy and exergy

efficiencies for the summer (January) and winter (July) with
RT62HC. The thickness of container insulation has been
varied to balance heat losses to the environment because

TABLE 4 Average dimensionless numbers and convective heat transfer coefficient in all the compartment and the LHSCS container for summer (January) and
winter (July) months with Puretemp 48X.

Dimensionless Numbers and h
(W/m2K)

First
Comp

Second
Comp

Third
Comp

Fourth
Comp

Fifth
Comp

Sixth
Comp

LHSCS
Average

For summer (January)

Gr 1.01E+05 5.09E+04 3.75E+04 3.51E+04 3.82E+04 8.71E+04 5.82E+04

Ra 1.22E+07 3.42E+06 4.53E+06 4.25E+06 4.62E+06 1.05E+07 6.59E+06

Nu 9 7 7 7 7 8 8

h (W/m2K) 36 29 30 30 31 35 32

For winter (July)

Gr 1.02E+05 5.19E+04 3.83E+04 3.60E+04 3.96E+04 8.59E+04 5.89E+04

Ra 1.23E+07 6.29E+06 4.64E+06 4.36E+06 4.80E+06 1.04E+07 7.13E+06

Nu 9 8 7 7 7 8 8

h (W/m2K) 35 32 30 30 30 35 32

FIGURE 10
Effect of insulation thickness on the LHSCS energy (ηLHSCS) and
exergy (εLHSCS) efficiencies with (A) Puretemp 48X and (B) RT62HC.
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increasing the insulation thickness may decrease the convective
thermal resistance. It has been verified from Figure 10B that the
optimal insulation thickness is 2 cm for this particular geometry
of LHSCS and RT62HC PCM. For January with RT62HC PCM,
the variations in the LHSCS energy and exergy efficiencies
are −4.43% (ηLHSCS) and around 750% (εLHSCS), −26.54%
(ηLHSCS) and −30.20% (εLHSCS) and 70.20% (ηLHSCS)
and −70.62% (εLHSCS) for varying the insulation thickness
from 1–2 cm, 2–3 cm and 3–4 cm respectively. Figure 10B
shows that as container insulation thickness increases, the
energy efficiency tends to decrease while the exergy efficiency
tends to increase. The latter could lead to the optimum insulation
thickness of either 3 or 4 cm. However, the most significant
variation occurs when changing the insulation thickness from
1–2 cm. In this sense, and considering that the optimum LHSCS
system must be operational throughout the year, it is chosen to
maintain the optimum insulation thickness of 2 cm for July
(winter) to coincide with the optimum insulation thickness for
January (summer). Similarly, for July with RT62HC PCM, the
percentage variations in the energy and exergy efficiencies of
LHSCS are −4.93% (ηLHSCS) and 12.36% (εLHSCS), −7.42%
(ηLHSCS) and 7.62% (εLHSCS) and 4.03% (ηLHSCS) and 11.51%
(εLHSCS) for increasing the insulation thickness from 1–2 cm,
2–3 cm and 3–4 cm respectively.

Figure 11A shows the effect of insulation thickness on the TEG
energy efficiency during daytime and nighttime for the summer
(January) and winter (July) with Puretemp 48X. It has been observed
from Figure 11A that the effect of insulation thickness on the TEG
energy efficiency during daytime and nighttime is minimal for
summer (January) because TEG efficiency does not depend
directly on the insulation container thickness. For this analysis,
the optimum insulation thickness of 3 cm has been chosen for
January to get maximum TEG energy efficiency and to follow the
LHSCS efficiency results. For July with Puretemp 48X, the variations
in the TEG energy efficiency are 0.27% (daytime) and 13.64%
(nighttime), with insulation thickness changing from one to
2 cm, 0% (daytime), and 4% (nighttime) for insulation thickness
changing from 2 to 3 cm and 0% (daytime) and 1.92% (nighttime)
with insulation thickness changing from 3 to 4 cm. The optimum
insulation thickness of 3 cm has been chosen for July to get
maximum TEG energy efficiency. The optimum insulation
thickness of 3 cm has been selected for the winter and summer
periods and, therefore, for the entire year. Figure 11B shows the
effect of insulation thickness on the TEG energy efficiency during
daytime and nighttime for the summer (January) and winter (July)
with RT62HC. It has been observed that the trend of TEG energy
efficiency variation with RT62HC paraffin as storage material is
similar to that of Puretemp 48X. The TEG energy efficiency
variations with RT62HC for summer (January) are −0.26%
(daytime) and 10.87% (night), 0% (daytime) and 5.88%
(nighttime) and −0.26% (daytime) and 3.70% (nighttime) with
insulation thickness varying from 1–2 cm, 2–3 cm and 3–4 cm
respectively. The most significant improvement in TEG energy
efficiency during nighttime occurs with insulation thickness
changing from 1–2 cm, gradually decreasing with an increase in
the insulation thickness. Therefore, the optimal insulation thickness
of LHSCS container has been chosen to be 2 cm for LHCSC
application at specific location of the Atacama Desert. Figure 11B

shows that the TEG energy efficiency for winter (July) with RT62HC
also follows the same trend for summer (January). The TEG energy
efficiency variations with RT62HC for winter (July) are −0.54%
(daytime) and 15.56% (nighttime), 0% (daytime) and 13.46%
(nighttime) and 0% (daytime) and 3.39% (nighttime) with
insulation thickness changing from 1–2 cm, 2–3 cm and 3–4 cm
respectively. Therefore, the appropriate choice for optimum
insulation thickness is 2 cm for summer and winter, thus, for the
entire annual period.

Conclusion

In this paper, the transient numerical model of STEG
coupled LHSCS has been developed in COMSOL
Multiphysics with two different PCMs under climatic
conditions of the Atacama Desert. The proposed model
operates in nighttime by utilizing waste heat of STEG stored
in the LHSCS system during daytime. The energy and exergy
efficiencies of the proposed system have been evaluated. The
effect of the container geometry (aspect ratio), thickness of
container insulation and fin, natural convection, and heat sink
on the performance of the proposed system have been studied.
The following findings are reported.

FIGURE 11
Effect of insulation thickness on the TEG energy efficiency with
(A) Puretemp 48X and (B) RT62HC.
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• The annual energy generated by the STEG coupled LHS
system, using Puretemp 48X and RT62HC, is 5,785 Wh
and 5,642 Wh, respectively.

• The average annual energy efficiency of the TEG with
Puretemp 48X and RT 62HC is 3.98% and 3.91% during
daytime and 0.38% and 0.34% during nighttime respectively.

• The average annual energy and exergy efficiencies of the
LHSCS are 1.83% and 1.35% with Puretemp 48%X and
3.01% and 1.62% with RT62HC respectively.

• The energy efficiencies of the TEG with Puretemp 48X and
the optimum insulation thickness of 3 cm are 3.87% and
0.42% during daytime and nighttime respectively for
January, and 3.77% and 0.52% for July. Similarly, the
energy efficiencies of the TEG with RT62HC and the
optimum insulation thickness of 2 cm are 3.84% and
0.51% during daytime and nighttime respectively for
January, and 3.71% and 0.52% for July.

• The most promising design model improvement is obtained
by including a heat sink at the hot side of the TEG. This
improves the heat transfer between the TEG and the
environment and improves the energy generation during
nighttime.

• At the optimum fin thickness, the average LHSCS and TEG
efficiency improvements during daytime are 25% and 9% as
compared to the base model.

• The container’s aspect ratio improves system’s efficiency when
the container length is reduced and radius is increased to
maintain the same paraffin volume.

• The obtained h value is close to the values obtained by other
authors in the analysis of paraffin-based TES systems.

Thus, this analysis shows the relevance of each LHSCS design
parameter to improve the TEG, STEG, and LHSCS energy and
exergy efficiencies and gives some guidelines to focus the design of
solar energy conversion and storage systems. Further, as the future
scope of this work, other hybrid system configurations can be
proposed to take advantage of the solar energy conversion
systems waste heat to enhance its energy conversion efficiency.
The residual heat of LHSCS can also be used in another thermal
applications. Moreover, the heat sink design can be improved by
using the constructal theory and the performance can be analyzed
using different types of PCM including biodegradable PCM as well.
The TEG system performance can also be improved by employing
proper thermal management mechanism using passive radiative
cooling.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviation

Al2O3 Alumina

Bi2Te3 Bismuth Telluride

CPV Concentrated photovoltaic

Gr Grashof number

LHS Latent heat storage

LHSCS Latent energy storage and cooling system

Nux Nusselt local number

Pr Prandtl number

PCM Phase change material

PV Photovoltaic

Ra Rayleigh number

STEG Solar thermoelectric generator

TEG Thermoelectric generator

TES Thermal energy storage

Symbols

As Absorber area (m2)

Cop Optical concentration ratio

Cp Specific heat capacity (J/kg K)

�D Electric flux density vector (C/m2)

�E Electric field intensity vector (V/m)

g Gravitational acceleration constant (m/s2)

G Solar radiation (W/m2)

H Enthalpy (J)

h Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K)

I Electric current (A)

�J Electric current density (A/m2)

l Length (m)

L Latent heat (J/kg)

Qin Input power (W/m2)

�q Heat flux vector (W/m2)

_q Heat generation per unit volume (W/m3)

P Power (W)

R Resistance (Ω)

T Temperature (K)

t Time (s)

V Voltage (V)

w Width (m)

Greek Symbols

αs Absorptivity

α Seebeck coefficient (V/K)

β Volumetric expansion coefficient (1/K)

ρ Density (kg/m3)

ε Exergy efficiency

η Energy efficiency

ηop Optical concentrator efficiency

ν Kinematic viscosity (m2/s)

κ Thermal conductivity (W/m K)

φ Electric potential (V)

θ Phase fraction

αm Mass fraction

Ψ Radiant energy exergy

μ Dynamic viscosity (N s/m2)

σ Electrical conductivity (S/m)

τ Dielectric permittivity (F/m)

Subscripts

a Ambient

c TEG cold side

con Convective heat

eq Effective

h TEG hot side

L Load

OC Open circuit

op Optical

rad Radiative heat

teg Thermoelectric generator

s Absorber surface
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